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Anna has a master degree in Social Science 
and Psychology and has been working 
with unlocking potentials in leaders, 
individuals, teams and organizations for over 
25 years, and more recently as a Certified 
NeuroChangeSolutions Consultant. 

Anna has a passion and dedication to facilitate 
individuals, groups and organizations to 
reach their fullest potential. Through proven 
techniques based on neuroscience, she guides 
them through transformation to increased 
awareness and resilience, upgraded team 
performance, and organizational change and 
productivity.

“In the workshop, I learned what the human mind is 
capable of and now I have the knowledge and power 
to change anything. Anna was amazing she has such 
passion and knowledge! I recommend it to anyone 
looking to become greater leaders, it changes lives!”
 - Travis Oster
      COO
     Oster Farms Ltd.

HOW I USE NCS PROGRAMS TO HELP CLIENTS:
I use NCS programs in organisations to help leaders, individuals 
and teams to change from the inside out to become the greatest 
contribution for individuals, organisations, and for society. The 
topics can be leadership, team building, executive development, 
management development, organizational and culture change, and 
coaching.
Feedback has been significant changes in personal as well as 
their professional lives, such as less stress, enhanced professional 
performance, increased creativity and productivity, increased 
resilience, enhanced self-confidence, greater communication and 
collaboration.

CLIENTS I HAVE WORKED WITH: (NCS clients noted with **)
 · SWECO
 · Sensus
 · Swedish Employment Service
 · Akvarieleasing AB
 · Swedish Prison Service
 · Nordic Green Design
 · Hermelin
 · Bjurfors
 · Just Breathe Massage & Equine Therapy **
 · PA Andersson & Son Byggnads AB
 · Power Performance Horses **
 · Högkänslighet Sweden AB **
 · Confident Birth **
 · Oster Farms Ltd **
 · Sinclair’s Flying S Ranch**

HOW I’VE HELPED CLIENTS USING NCS PROGRAMS:
Through the neuroscience-based NCS program I have facilitated 
teams and individuals to become more aware of their thinking 
patterns, and teach them how to change these by consciously 
engaging their brain to create new possibilities and to transform from 
the inside out. The training has a direct impact on their leadership 
capabilities, and leading to a higher performing organization, with 
increased engagement, decreased stress and outstanding results. 
It’s the perfect program that takes leaders and organizations from 
information to transformation.
All individuals that have attended the workshop reported significant 
changes in their personal as well as in their professional lives, such 
as: less stress more creative and emotional intelligence, enhanced 
professional performance, improved relationships, increased 
productivity, increased resilience, enhanced self-confidence, and 
better results on setting goals.
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